ANNEX N

MEDICAL

Ref: (a) Manual of the Medical Department, U.S. Navy 1952
(b) PHIBPAC Casualty Doctrine (CONPHIBPAC INSTRUCTION 6000.1)

Task Organization

Medical Facilities

a. Medical Department

Embarked in AH, ACC, APA, AKA and LSD. Limited facilities in

HSTS vessels.

b. Dental Department

Embarked in AH, ACC, and APA.

c. Beach Medical Personnel.

d. LST(h)

With Mobile Surgical Team medical personnel and medical supply
and equipment block loads embarked.

e. Fleet Epidemiological Unit personnel and sanitation personnel
to be assigned by COMNAVFE and embarked in AH (if provided) in embarka-
tion area.

Assumptions

a. That French Union Troops and civilians embarked in the ships
of the Amphibious Task Force (CTF 90) will bring with them no (or
inadequate medical supplies and equipment).

b. That the Viet Namese civilian personnel will be both male and
female and of all age groups, presenting special medical problems in
obstetrics, gynecology, pediatrics and geriatrics; and that civilian
medical assistance and supplies will be meager or non-existent.

c. That the French Union personnel and MAAG should be able to
arrange necessary epidemiological screening, indicated immunizations
and delousing of all personnel in the staging areas ashore before
embarkation.
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1. Information

11. Administration

Administration of Medical Departments will be in accordance with references (a) and (b).

12. Friendly Forces

121. Hospitalization

121.1 Hospital ship (AH), if provided, under CTF 90 will be used to the limit of its capabilities for the early surgical and medical care of major illness and injuries.

121.2 APA will be used for the transportation of the sick and injured processed by the AH. If the hospital ship (AH) reaches the limit of its capacity, the medical facilities of that APA will perform primary surgical and medical care of cases of major illness and injury.

121.3 AGC, AKA and LSD will provide for the care of minor illnesses and injuries for a limited number of major illnesses and injuries within the capabilities of their medical departments.

121.4 MSTS transports (T-AP) will provide medical care of illnesses and injuries among embarked personnel within the capabilities of their medical facilities.

121.5 MSTS time charter vessels have no definitive medical facilities.

121.6 Mobile Surgical Team personnel will be embarked in LST to be designated. Such LSTs will provide hospital type care of illnesses and injuries among embarked personnel within the capabilities of their medical facilities.

122. Consultation

Consultation with medical and surgical specialists will be available in AH on station (if provided).

123. Dental Facilities

Emergency dental care is available in AGC, APA and AH.
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Epidemiological and Sanitation Services

Epidemiological and sanitation personnel will be embarked in AH, if provided. Their services may be requested of CTF 90. Such requests will include justification, giving description of disease outbreak and other pertinent details in accordance with paragraph 23-122, reference (a).

Mobile Surgical Team Personnel

Mobile Surgical Team personnel will be assigned by CTF 90 to LST to be designated.

Mission

This Force will provide casualty evacuation and medical care to the units of the Force and to such personnel as may be embarked in the ships of this Force in order to support medically the redeployment of French Union military forces, and selected French and Viet Nameo civilians from the TONKIN area to SAIGON or to other designated points.

Accomplishment of Task

Medical Departments

Provide medical and surgical care for embarked personnel.

Dental Departments

Provide dental care for embarked personnel.

LST

When Mobile Surgical Team Personnel Embarked

Provide additional medical support during the embarkation and debarkation of designated personnel, provide medical care for all embarked personnel, and perform such other duties as may be assigned.

Be prepared to accommodate landing and take-off of ambulance helicopters.
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332. When Mobile Surgical Team Personnel are not Embarked

332.1 Maintain a high state of training and material readiness of special equipment in accordance with reference (b).

34. Beach Medical Personnel

34.1 Provide medical and dental care to personnel of the Naval Beach Group and assigned units.

34.2 Assist in embarkation of sick and injured in embarkation area.

34.3 Perform such other duties as may be assigned.

35. Evacuation and Care of Casualties

35.1 All ships of this command be prepared at all times to evacuate casualties of the numbers and types specified in reference (b).

35.2 Medical care will be provided for U.S. Army and U.S. Air Force personnel embarked, and in other circumstances as required.

35.3 In event of death of members of armed forces or civilians of other nations on board United States Navy vessels, immediately notify CHNAG, SAIGON who will further notify cognizable military commands, consular agent or other responsible agent of the nation concerned. Request to CTF 90 and to CINCPACFLT. Pending CHNAG instructions regarding disposition of remains, take all feasible measures for preservation of remains in conformance with wishes of the family and in accord with their religious tenets. A separate message to SECNAV required by article 17-6, reference (a) shall be sent when disposition of remains has been determined (see subparagraph 545).

36. All other applicable reports required by articles of Chapter 17, reference (a) shall be complied with. Follow all message reports of death with brief narrative summary message report to CTF 90 covering cause of death and contributory antecedent events.
362. Intensive instruction in sanitation, ward techniques, nursing care of the sick and injured and preventive medicine will be conducted within ships' medical departments. Continuous training of all medical personnel in clerical and property and accounting procedures relative to the medical department will be conducted.

37. Communicable Disease Control

371. Strict surveillance will be maintained to ensure adequate mass sanitation, purity of food and water, rodent and insect control and personal hygiene.

371.1 All embarked U.S. military personnel shall have had the following immunizations on arrival in the objective area:

- Cowpox vaccination within 4 months
- Cholera - completed course or booster within 6 months
- Typhus - completed course or booster within 6 months
- Typhoid - completed course or booster within 6 months
- Tetanus - completed course or booster within 4 years

371.2 Immunization of all embarked personnel (other than U.S. military personnel) will be in accordance with chapter 22, reference (a) as far as it is practicable.

372. Ships and other operational units of CTF 90 will be guided in preventive medicine measures by chapter 22, reference (a).

373. All water obtained from contaminated harbors and intended for human consumption shall be chlorinated in accordance with the standards set forth in NAVSHIPS Manual, section 58-42.

374. Embarked U.S. Military Personnel and other Embarked Personnel

374.1 Dysentery. Personnel embarking from points in the objective area are likely to be seeded with bacillary dysentery of the para-Shigella group.
Sensitivity tests indicate that the most effective antibiotic is chloromycetin, which should be used where possible (with concurrent blood count studies) in the treatment of any acute cases which might develop. The organisms are, however, also sensitive to sulfadiazene.

To prevent shipboard epidemics, the following precautions will be taken:

(a) Should an outbreak of diarrhea occur, all mess cooks will be required to take 1 gram of sulfadiazene twice daily for three days. If an individual has known sensitivity to sulfadiazene, he will not be allowed to act in any of the duties of a food handler.

(b) If foreign personnel or foreign troop cooks participate in the preparation or serving of food they shall be required to take 1 gram of sulfadiazene twice daily as long as so assigned.

(c) All food handlers showing any signs or symptoms of dysentery will be immediately relieved of food handling duties.

(d) All food handlers will be required to scrub their hands thoroughly with soap and water prior to handling food, and after each visit to the head. The importance of rigid adherence to this procedure cannot be over emphasised and commanding officers are directed to ensure its strict compliance.

(e) Personnel will not be assigned food handling duties without medical clearance.

(f) Cases of dysentery will be isolated.

374.2 Typhus

Ships will assure that persons embarked are free from lice and mite infestations. If evidence of infestation is found, the individual will immediately be dusted with insecticide powder.
374.3 Small Pox

All persons embarking from the staging area who have not had successful cowpox vaccination within four months will be vaccinated. (It is assumed that this immunization will have been completed by MAAG or French authorities before personnel are embarked).

374.4 Malaria

Begin chloroquine diphosphate anti-malaria suppressive therapy on all U.S. military and U.S. civilian personnel attached or accredited to TF 90 entering French Indo China area. (Start this therapy three weeks before entry FIC area if possible.) Suppressive anti-malaria therapy consists of one half gram chloroquine diphosphate tablet per person once weekly, preferably at Monday noon meal, under supervised administration. This suppressive therapy is to be continued weekly throughout stay in French Indo China area and continued for three weeks after departure from area. In the event that cases of clinical malaria occur among the U.S. nationals attached to TF 90 or among persons embarked in vessels of TF 90, current accepted medical practice and currentBUMED Instructions for the treatment of this disease will be followed. In the event a case is discovered in any personnel prior to embarkation, requests for instructions as to the handling of such cases will be made to CTF 90. In the event that any case of contagious or communicable disease is discovered in any personnel already embarked such cases shall be promptly isolated, indicated medical therapy instituted, and CTF 90 immediately notified by the most appropriate means of communication.

375. Rodent Control

Articles 22-32 and 22-37, reference (a) will be complied with.

4. Medical Logistics

41. Personnel
374.4 Malaria

In the event that malaria is encountered in the area, current accepted medical practice and current NUNED instructions for the prevention, suppression, and treatment of this disease will be followed.

374.5 Other Diseases of Epidemiological Nature

For immunization of personnel for other diseases of epidemiological nature such as plague and diphtheria, medical officers shall be governed by section 1, chapter 22, M.D.

374.6 Medical officers and their representatives shall use every means available and take every precaution possible to insure that no communicable or contagious disease is brought aboard ships of CTF 90. In event that such disease is discovered in any personnel prior to embarkation, requests for instructions as to the handling of such cases will be made to CTF 90. In the event that any case of contagious or communicable disease is discovered in any personnel already embarked such cases shall be promptly isolated, indicated medical therapy instituted, and CTF 90 immediately notified by the most appropriate means of communication.

375. Rodent Control

Articles 22-32 and 22-37, reference (a) will be complied with.

4. Medical Logistics

41. Personnel
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Emergency requests for replacement of personnel will be made to CTF 90. Distribution of necessary medical personnel to augment ships' complement of medical personnel will be as directed by CTF 90.

42. Supplies and Equipment

421. Stock levels will be maintained at 180 days supply where storage facilities permit.

422. Limited quantities of medical supplies will be available in AH (if AH is provided).

423. Large ships will be prepared to supply smaller ships and craft in emergencies.

424. All ships maintain one metal pole litter per rated casualty-carrying capacity, in accordance with reference (b).

425. ACE, APA and AH will be prepared to draw, type, cross match and administer whole blood.

426. All ships will maintain on board at all times sufficient stock of vaccine to immunize maximum capacity of embarked U.S. military personnel against Typhoid, Typhus, Cholera, Smallpox and Tetanus.

43. Security of Supplies

Medical Officers or Medical Department Representatives will take necessary precautions to prevent medical department supplies from reaching black markets.

44. Care of Dead

441. In the event of death of a member of the Armed Forces of other nations, paragraph 353 will apply. Pertinent portions of paragraph 351 will apply. Pertinent portions of paragraph 352 will apply.

442. In the event of death of civilian foreign nationals, paragraph 351 will apply. Pertinent portions of paragraph 352 will apply.

443. In the event of death of any personnel of the U.S. Forces, chapter 17, reference (a) will apply.

444. In the event that paragraphs 441, 442 or 443 cannot be complied with, further instructions regarding the disposition of the remains shall be requested from CTF 90.
5. Command and Communications

51. Coordination Control

511. CTF 90 is responsible for coordination of all medical activities of this Force.

52. Force Medical Officer

521. Embarked in CTF 90 flagship EBTHS (AGC 12).

53. Communications

531. Communications in accordance Communications Plan, Annex N, this operation plan.

54. Reports

541. Each ship transporting troops or civilians report to CTF 90 and to CTG 90,1 daily during the outloading phase at 0730 and 1500 local time by flag hoist or signal light, if possible; otherwise by any other most appropriate means available; the number of ambulatory and of stretcher evacuees aboard at those times. Negative reports not required.

542. Hospital Ship (if provided) will report to CTF 90 and CTG 90,1 as of midnight daily, by 0800 the next morning by the most appropriate means, the following:

The number of admissions in the previous 24 hours, broken down by —

(a) Service and nationality
(b) Officer, enlisted or civilian
(c) Stretcher cases
(d) Ambulatory cases
(e) Number of deaths in previous 24 hours
(f) Total cases remaining as of 2400 local time
(g) Cases on board suitable for evacuation from objective area.

543. When directed by CTF 90, all Task Groups and Task Units under his operational control submit to CTF 90 daily as of 0800 local time, concerning ship's personnel only, the following report covering the previous 24 hours:
544. "All subordinate commanders of this force will designate a Casualty Control Officer who will, in the event of personnel casualties or deaths, prepare all applicable reports required by the articles of chapter 17, reference (a), and by chapter 9, section 8 BUPERS Manual." 

said copies to:

(a) Commander in Chief, Far East
(b) Bureau of Naval Personnel
(c) Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
(d) Commandant, Marine Corps (if appropriate)
(e) Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
(f) Surgeon, Far East Air Force (if Air Force personnel included)
(g) Surgeon, Army Forces Far East (if Army personnel included)
(h) Commander Service Force, Pacific Fleet
(i) Commander Amphibious Task Force (CTF 90)

545. Report of Death will be submitted to the Secretary of the Navy and info addressees listed above in paragraph 544 in accordance with article 17-1 through 17-6, reference (a) and article C-9801 BUPERS Manual.

546. Report of Seriously or Critically Ill or Injured Personnel will be made by the Casualty Control Officer by message in accordance with article C-9802(5), BUPERS Manual, to the Secretary of the Navy with information copies as in paragraph 544 above.

L. S. SABIN
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy,
Commander Amphibious Task Force
and CONPHIBORU 1

Authenticated:

E. L. WELLS,
Lieutenant Commander, U.S. Navy,
Flag Secretary.
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UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET
CTF 90, Commander Amphibious Task Force
COMHI-GROU 1
U.S.S. ESTES (AGC 12), Flagship Yokosuka, Japan
11 August 1954

ANNEX N

COMMUNICATIONS

202.1 Attention is directed to Art. 202.1, USF 70(B).

202.2 This annex effective with basic plan.

235 Shackel cipher will not be used unless otherwise directed.

251 Transmit own ship-shore traffic unless otherwise directed.

300 Copy appropriate fleet broadcast or NESTCAST. Guardship arrangements are authorized.

400 Use AFSAL 5104 or 5357 for authentication on naval, joint or allied circuits.

500 Movement reports in accordance with Annex DOG.

812 OTC guard or assign guard on distress frequencies, fleet common, and general warning net. Report all distress signals to OTC.

870 See Appendix I for MSTS Communications.

1000 Radio Frequencies

C17 Task Force Common (CT)
Net Control CTF 90, guarded by all ships.
CTC may guard for ships in company upon request.

T12 Task Force Primary Tactical Maneuvering Warning (V)
Guarded by Task Force 90 Naval Ships while underway, CTC net control.

C3,6K Task Force CI (Primary)/General Warning (V)
Guarded by all TF 90 Naval Ships underway. CTC guard in port.

T33 Task Force CI (Secondary) (V)
Activate upon order of CTC.

N-1
Task Force Batt Common (Tone Modulated) 285.8 mos
Guarded by all U.S. Navy ships adequately equipped, when in company. Use for administrative or operational traffic when visual means will not suffice.

Debarkation Command Net (V) 2200
Net control CTG 90.1. Guarded by Embarkation Control Unit, Shore Party Commander, Senior Naval Beach Group Commander and Control Unit Commander, and others as directed by CTG 90.1.

Debarkation Group Common (V) 2076
Net Control CTG 90.1. Guarded by all naval ships (and MSTS ships with the capability) in HAITI area. Use for urgent operational traffic and local warning. LOUs guard.

Debarkation Control Unit Common 30.8 mos
Net Control CTG 90.1.4. Guarded by all shore party and naval beach group elements, Control Unit Commander, and UNT as necessary.

Landing Ship Common (V) 30.2 mos
Activated upon order of CTU 90.1.2 or Senior Landing Ship Commander.

Debarkation Command Net (V) 2200
Net Control CTG 90.2. Guarded by Debarkation Control Unit, Senior Shore Party and Naval Beach Group Commanders, and others as directed by CTG 90.2.

Debarkation Group Common (V) 2076
Net Control CTG 90.2 or Debarkation Commander. Guarded by all naval ships (and MSTS ships with the capability) at debarkation ports. Use for urgent operational traffic and local warning.

Debarkation Control Unit Common (V) 30.8 mos
Activated as necessary. Guarded by stations corresponding to units listed under D134 above.

Dock Common (Champaign) (V) 33.2 mos
For communications between boats and parent ship, and control of Harbor Security boats (See Annex J).
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D137 Boat Control (Channel (B) (V)
Net Control by Control Group Commander. Guarded
by Control Unit if present, and radio equipped
boats. LCU guard as required.

T72 Helicopter Control Net (V)
GUARD GUARD during helicopter operations for
ship-helicopter communications.

SAIGON Ship/Shore Frequencies (CW)
Call sign FU2. Reference Para. 719, ACP 177.
6337

U.S. - French - Vietnam Liaison Net
Stations and Frequencies to be promulgated.

"- French Naval CW Circuit:

1100 Call sign FU2
0800H - 2200H 3970
2200H - 0800H 3105

"- Haiphong Harbor Circuit: (V)
Voice call sign: HECTOR
CTG 90,8 guard. Others as directed.

1200 French Naval Forces use standard phonetic alphabet. French Army
and Air Force Units use international phonetic alphabet shown below:

A ALFA B BRAVO C COCA D DELTA E ECHO F FOXTROT G GOLF
H H-TEL I INDIAN J JULIET K KILO L LIMA M METRO N NECTAR
U UNION V OSCAR W PAPA X QUEBEC Y ROMEO Z SIERRA
T TANGO

1300 Enemy jamming or imitation deception is not expected; however if
encountered make immediate message report to CTF 90.

1400 Make reports of vital information in accordance with Chapter 9, ATP
1. French Naval Forces hold ATP 1.

1900 Recognition procedures if ordered will be in accordance with ACP 150-
158 series. French Naval Forces hold these publications.

2000 Be prepared to execute Chapter 20, USF 70(B).

2400 Employ visual communications to maximum extent.

3400 CTC make required weather reports for ships in company.
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DL37 Post Control (Channel (B) (V)
38.5 mos
Net Control Beach Group Commander, Guarded
by Control Unit if present, and radio equipped
boats. LOU guard as required.

T71 Helicopter Control Net (V)
233.8 mos
Full guard during helicopter operations for
140.98 mos

1100 ACP 104 and 113 contain all presently available Allied call signs.
Other French and Vietnamese call signs will be promulgated when
received.

1126 Avoid linkage of Administrative and Task Organization call signs.
Use Task Organization call signs for all operational traffic.

1200 French Naval Forces use standard phonetic alphabet. French Army
and Air Force Units use international phonetic alphabet shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALFA</td>
<td>BRAVO</td>
<td>CUGA</td>
<td>DELTA</td>
<td>ECHO</td>
<td>FOXTROT</td>
<td>GOLF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTEL</td>
<td>INDIAN</td>
<td>JULIET</td>
<td>KILO</td>
<td>LIMA</td>
<td>METRO</td>
<td>NECTAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCAR</td>
<td>PAPA</td>
<td>QUEBEC</td>
<td>ROMEO</td>
<td>SIERRA</td>
<td>TANGO</td>
<td>UNION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VICTOR</td>
<td>WHISKEY</td>
<td>EXTRA</td>
<td>YANKEE</td>
<td>ZULU</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1300 Enemy jamming or imitation deception is not expected; however if
encountered make immediate message report to CTF 90.

1400 Make reports of vital information in accordance with Chapter 9, ATP
1. French Naval Forces hold ATP 1.

1900 Recognition procedures if ordered will be in accordance with ACP 150-
158 series. French Naval Forces hold these publications.

2000 Be prepared to execute Chapter 20, USF 70(6).

2400 Employ visual communications to maximum extent.

3400 OTC make required weather reports for ships in company.
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N-3
Communication Instructions for MSTS vessels is contained in Appendix I to this Annex and will be made available to those vessels on arrival by MSTS Transport Unit (GTU 90,342).

L. S. Sabin
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy
Commander Amphibious Task Force
and COMPHIBGRU 1

AUTHENTICATED:

E. L. Wells,
Lieutenant Commander, U. S. Navy
Flag Secretary
APPENDIX I

MSTS COMMUNICATIONS

Ref: MSTS INST. 2110.2

1. USNS MSTS ships will guard 2462 or 4985 (CW) while under CTF 90 operational control.

2. USNS ships will guard 2076 ke8 (V) while in embarkation or disembarkation ports. Use phonetic international call signs for their voice calls.

3. Time-chartered merchantmen and Japanese-manned MSTS LST will not be in direct radio communication on any TF 90 frequency.

4. Use visual communications with MSTS ships whenever possible. Transmit very slowly (about 5 WPM). Use H0 87 if any language difficulty is encountered.

5. Only TAP hold cryptographic allowance.

6. MSTS ship call signs are in ACP 113. Use plain language in lieu of Task Organization calls in messages to MSTS ships other than USNS.

7. If it becomes necessary to send a message to MSTS ships at sea, and direct communications are not established, use the following procedures:

   (a) USNS and chartered U.S. Merchantmen: Deliver by usual ship-shore means for broadcast on MERCAST schedules.

   (b) Japanese-manned ships: Deliver by usual ship-shore means, ACTION to CONSTWESTPAC, with passing instructions in text. Use normal joint heading. CONSTWESTPAC will pass the message to AMSHITOCO for ultimate transmission on a Japanese broadcast.

   A considerable time delay must be expected for either (a) or (b) above.

8. U.S. Navy ships are directed to render all possible assistance upon request from MSTS ships concerning repairs to inoperative communication equipment.

L.S. SABIN
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
Commander Amphibious Task Force
and COMPHIBGRU 1
ANNEX O

ELECTRONIC WARFARE

1. General

a. CIC procedures as set forth in NWP 31, NWP 22, NWP 33, ATP 1, and NWIP 32-3, except as modified herein, will be followed.

2. Controlling Agency

a. The OTC of ships sailing in company and Commanders Embarkation and Debarkation Groups and Units are responsible for the control and coordination of CIC.

b. The OTC of ships sailing in company and Commanders Embarkation and Debarkation Groups and Units will assume the duties of Combat Information ship and may delegate the duties of Air Raid Reporting Control Ship.

3. Radar guard and relief ships will be assigned daily to be effective at 0001 (local time) by the OTC of ships sailing in company or Commanders Embarkation and Debarkation Groups and Units whichever is applicable. Refer to CINCPACFLT INSTRUCTION 03510.1A.

4. Electronic Countermeasures (Passive)

a. All ships equipped with ECM intercept equipment shall insure that it is in good operating condition and that operators are well trained.

b. Maximum use of intercept equipment shall be made.

5. Each ship shall report immediately to the OTC of ships sailing in company or Commander Embarkation or Debarkation Group or Unit whichever is applicable, any and all electronic equipment casualties. Estimated time for repair shall be included in the report.

6. Electronic Silence

a. Pacific Fleet Radiation Control and Intercept Search Doctrine in PACFLT INSTRUCTION 03510.1A will be in force.

7. Tactical Reporting

a. Tactical reports on the CI Net will be made in accordance with Articles 937 and 938 of ATP 1, using the brevity code in the applicable sections of ACP 165.
Operation Order

b. The GEOREF system of reporting will be used on the Primary CI Net (MNP). When the CI Secondary Net is activated, contacts will be reported on this net in terms of bearing and range from the originator.

8. CIC Communications

a. In accordance with JCP 125(A) and 165, ATF 1, and USF 70(B).

b. Frequency assignments in accordance with Annex N.

c. All U.S. naval ships underway and OTC in port guard the CI Primary Net. All ships guard the CI Secondary Net in port or as directed by OTC.

L. S. SABIN
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy,
Commander Amphibious Task Force
and COMPHIBGRU 1

AUTHENTICATED:

E. L. Wells,
Lieutenant Commander, U. S. Navy,
Flag Secretary.
CONFIDENTIAL
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UNITED STATES PACIFIC FLEET

CIF 90, Commander Amphibious
Task Force and COMPHIBGRU 1
U.S.S. ESTES (AGC 12), Flagship
Yokosuka, Japan
11 August 1954; 1200I

ANNEX X

DISTRIBUTION

| CNO | 8 |
| CNCPACFLT | 5 |
| CINCPAC | 2 |
| CMNAVFE | 2 |
| COMFIRSTFLT | 2 |
| CMNAVPHIL | 1 |
| COMPHIBPAC | 2 |
| CO CONSERVAC | 2 |
| CG, PMF PAC | 2 |
| CO CONSEVENTHFLT | 2 |
| CG, 3RD MARDIV | 8#
| CH MANG, INDO-CHINA | 4 |
| COMPHIBGRU 3 | 2 |
| ONSERVDIV | 2 |
| COMTRANSDIV 31 | 1 |
| CO ESTES | 2 |
| CO TACRON ONE | 2 |
| COMTRANSDIV 13 | 10*
| CO HESOR (APA 127) | 3 |
| CO CALVERT (APA 32) | 4 |
| CO TELFAIR (APA 210) | 4 |
| CO MAGOFFIN (APA 199) | 4 |
| CO MONTROSE (APA 212) | 4 |
| CO ANDROMEDA (AKA 15) | 4 |
| CO SKAGIT (AKA 105) | 4 |
| CO BAYFIELD (APA 33) | 4 |
| CO MENSABE (APA 201) | 4 |
| CO MOUNTAINE (APA 213) | 4 |
| CO OKANOGAN (APA 220) | 4 |
| CO ALCOL (AKA 54) | 4 |
| CO MONTMAG (AKA 98) | 4 |
| CO EFPTING FOREST (ISD 4) | 3 |
| CO COMSTOCK (ISD 19) | 3 |
| CO MISTSTONE (ISD 27) | 3 |
| CO TORTUGA (ISD 26) | 3 |
| COMSLOAN 1 | 4 |
| COMSLSTRN 3 | 10 |
| CO KNODMAN (APD 111) | 3 |
| CO LST 516 | 3 |
| CO LST 758 | 3 |
| CO I 772 | 3 |
| CO LST 803 | 3 |

NOTES:

# For distribution
* When designated
@ 25 extra copies of Annex K
25 extra copies of Appendix I to
Annex N

L. S. BAHN
Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy
Commander Amphibious Task Force
and COMPHIBGRU 1

Authenticated:

Lt. C. W. HELWIG
Lieutenant Commander, U.S. Navy,
Flag Secretary.